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 Wedge Classic 

Specifications

WEDGE CLASSIC

ITEM# WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

WG-RND-29-LAM-CAS 29" high with grommet & casters 41 31 29.5

WG-RND-26-LAM-CAS 26" high with grommet & casters 41 31 26

wedge classic tables shown with locking casters (left) and leveler/glides (right)

WG-RND-29-LAM-TDP-CAS 29" high with divider, grommet & casters 41 31 29.5

WG-RND-26-LAM-TDP-CAS 26" high with divider, grommet & casters 41 31 26

wedge classic privacy tables shown with locking casters (left) and leveler/glides (right)

Wedge Classic Tables are individual, mobile workstations with lockable casters, available in 29" & 26" heights.  The unique, soft triangle 

shape allows for multiple configurations in linear or non-linear arrangements. Wedge Classic Tables have round, powder coated legs, a 

grommet, and include wire management hooks. Options include leveler glides and power units. Wedge Privacy Tables have a one-piece 

10" high frosted acrylic divider which wraps around the table edge and is secured to table top with brushed stainless brackets. 

classic table     laminate top / pvc edge

classic privacy table     laminate top / pvc edge 
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 2024

 Wedge Classic 

Specifications

WEDGE CLASSIC

3 tables 

5 tables

Wedge Classic Tables are individual, mobile workstations with lockable casters, available in 29" & 26" heights.  The unique, soft triangle 

shape allows for multiple configurations in linear or non-linear arrangements. Wedge Classic Tables have round, powder coated legs, a 

grommet, and include wire management hooks. Options include leveler glides and power units. Wedge Privacy Tables have a one-piece 

10" high frosted acrylic divider which wraps around the table edge and is secured to table top with brushed stainless brackets. 

sample wedge classic table configurations
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 Wedge Classic 

Specifications

ACCESSORIES

ITEM# WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

table accessories

leveler/glides - Leveler / Glides are an option in lieu of casters

—LVR

Node® from Byrne Electric - 1 power-1 USB A+C

Used in lieu of grommet on tables

—NODE

Wedge Classic Tables are customizable in terms of heights, materials and accessories.  A number of options are listed below.  Please 

contact 3branch to discuss additional alternatives for your project.
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